
 

  

 
 
 
   

Program Guide  
Week 49                                              

Sunday November 27th, 2016 
      

5:00 am CCTV English News - The English language news channel from China Central Television 
(CCTV) in Beijing, the nation's largest national broadcasting network.   

 
5:30 am NHK World English News - News from Japan's Broadcasting Corporation, NHK, 

delivering the latest in business, technology, health, environmental and world news, in 
English.   

 
5:45 am France 24 Feature - News feature in English from France 24, Paris.   
 
6:00 am France 24 English News - International news and current affairs television from Paris, 

offering a French perspective on world events, in English.   
 
6:30 am Deutsche Welle English News - News and analysis of the top international and 

European news and current affairs from Berlin, in English.   
 
7:00 am Al Jazeera English News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar, in 

English.   
 
7:30 am Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.   
 
8:10 am Filipino News - News via satellite from ABS-CBN Manila, in Tagalog, no subtitles.   
 
8:40 am French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.   
 
9:30 am Live Premier League: Liverpool V Sunderland - Lucy Zelic and Craig Foster host live 

coverage as Liverpool go head-to-head with Sunderland at Anfield Stadium in Liverpool, 
UK. (Sport) (Football/Soccer) **Replay**  
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Sunday November 27th, 2016 
EASTERN STATES (NSW, ACT, VIC, TAS) 

 
12:00 pm Arabic News - News via satellite from DRTV Dubai, in Arabic, no subtitles.   
 
12:30 pm Turkish News - News via satellite from TRT Turkey, in Turkish, no subtitles.   
 
1:00 pm Speedweek - A comprehensive motor sports program for speed enthusiasts. (Motor 

Sport) CC   
 
3:00 pm National Basketball League: Cairns Taipans V NZ Breakers - Exclusive live coverage 

of Round 8 of the NBL 2016-17. Watch as Cairns Taipans take on NZ Breakers at Vector 
Arena in Auckland, New Zealand. (Sport) (Basketball) **Live** 

 
5:00 pm Small Business Secrets - This episode explores the small businesses that make 

diversity their strength: from Syrian refugee Nirary Dacho, who created a platform to 
connect employers with skilled refugees; to Rin Models and their dark-skinned models on 
the catwalk. Bread and Butter Project show how they're training refugees in the art of 
baking; and in Griffith, NSW, there are farmers who bounced back from drought and 
depression with organic wheat. Finally, visit Hijab House, which is making waves in the 
Australian Muslim fashion industry. (S.1 Ep.18) (An SBS Production) (Class.tba) CC 
**New Episode** 

 
 

Sunday November 27th, 2016 
SOUTH AUSTRALIA 

 
12:00 pm Arabic News - News via satellite from DRTV Dubai, in Arabic, no subtitles.   
 
12:30 pm Speedweek - A comprehensive motor sports program for speed enthusiasts. (Motor 

Sport) CC   
 
2:30 pm National Basketball League: Cairns Taipans V NZ Breakers - Exclusive live coverage 

of Round 8 of the NBL 2016-17. Watch as Cairns Taipans take on NZ Breakers at Vector 
Arena in Auckland, New Zealand. (Sport) (Basketball) **Live** 

 
4:30 pm Turkish News - News via satellite from TRT Turkey, in Turkish, no subtitles.   
 
5:00 pm Small Business Secrets - This episode explores the small businesses that make 

diversity their strength: from Syrian refugee Nirary Dacho, who created a platform to 
connect employers with skilled refugees; to Rin Models and their dark-skinned models on 
the catwalk. Bread and Butter Project show how they're training refugees in the art of 
baking; and in Griffith, NSW, there are farmers who bounced back from drought and 
depression with organic wheat. Finally, visit Hijab House, which is making waves in the 
Australian Muslim fashion industry. (S.1 Ep.18) (An SBS Production) (Class.tba) CC 
**New Episode** 
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Sunday November 27th, 2016 
QUEENSLAND 

 
12:00 pm Speedweek - A comprehensive motor sports program for speed enthusiasts. (Motor 

Sport) CC   
 
2:00 pm National Basketball League: Cairns Taipans V NZ Breakers - Exclusive live coverage 

of Round 8 of the NBL 2016-17. Watch as Cairns Taipans take on NZ Breakers at Vector 
Arena in Auckland, New Zealand. (Sport) (Basketball) **Live** 

 
4:00 pm Arabic News - News via satellite from DRTV Dubai, in Arabic, no subtitles. 
 
4:30 pm Turkish News - News via satellite from TRT Turkey, in Turkish, no subtitles.   
 
5:00 pm Small Business Secrets - This episode explores the small businesses that make 

diversity their strength: from Syrian refugee Nirary Dacho, who created a platform to 
connect employers with skilled refugees; to Rin Models and their dark-skinned models on 
the catwalk. Bread and Butter Project show how they're training refugees in the art of 
baking; and in Griffith, NSW, there are farmers who bounced back from drought and 
depression with organic wheat. Finally, visit Hijab House, which is making waves in the 
Australian Muslim fashion industry. (S.1 Ep.18) (An SBS Production) (Class.tba) CC 
**New Episode** 

 
 
 

Sunday November 27th, 2016 
NORTHERN TERRITORY 

 
12:00 pm Arabic News - News via satellite from DRTV Dubai, in Arabic, no subtitles.   
 
12:30 pm Turkish News - News via satellite from TRT Turkey, in Turkish, no subtitles.   
 
1:00 pm Small Business Secrets - This episode explores the small businesses that make 

diversity their strength: from Syrian refugee Nirary Dacho, who created a platform to 
connect employers with skilled refugees; to Rin Models and their dark-skinned models on 
the catwalk. Bread and Butter Project show how they're training refugees in the art of 
baking; and in Griffith, NSW, there are farmers who bounced back from drought and 
depression with organic wheat. Finally, visit Hijab House, which is making waves in the 
Australian Muslim fashion industry. (S.1 Ep.18) (An SBS Production) (Class.tba) CC 
**New Episode** 

 
1:30 pm National Basketball League: Cairns Taipans V NZ Breakers - Exclusive live coverage 

of Round 8 of the NBL 2016-17. Watch as Cairns Taipans take on NZ Breakers at Vector 
Arena in Auckland, New Zealand. (Sport) (Basketball) **Live** 

 
3:30 pm Speedweek - A comprehensive motor sports program for speed enthusiasts. (Motor 

Sport) CC   
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Sunday November 27th, 2016 
WESTERN AUSTRALIA 

 
12:00 pm National Basketball League: Cairns Taipans V NZ Breakers - Exclusive live coverage 

of Round 8 of the NBL 2016-17. Watch as Cairns Taipans take on NZ Breakers at Vector 
Arena in Auckland, New Zealand. (Sport) (Basketball) **Live** 

 
2:00 pm Speedweek - A comprehensive motor sports program for speed enthusiasts. (Motor 

Sport) CC   
 
4:00 pm Arabic News - News via satellite from DRTV Dubai, in Arabic, no subtitles. 
 
4:30 pm Turkish News - News via satellite from TRT Turkey, in Turkish, no subtitles.   
 
5:00 pm Small Business Secrets - This episode explores the small businesses that make 

diversity their strength: from Syrian refugee Nirary Dacho, who created a platform to 
connect employers with skilled refugees; to Rin Models and their dark-skinned models on 
the catwalk. Bread and Butter Project show how they're training refugees in the art of 
baking; and in Griffith, NSW, there are farmers who bounced back from drought and 
depression with organic wheat. Finally, visit Hijab House, which is making waves in the 
Australian Muslim fashion industry. (S.1 Ep.18) (An SBS Production) (Class.tba) CC 
**New Episode** 
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Sunday November 27th, 2016 
ALL MARKETS REJOIN 

 
5:35 pm Nazi Megastructures - As American forces close in on Japan in 1944, the Japanese turn 

to desperate new tactics: killer planes, rocket bombs, and super torpedoes guided not by 
machines, but by human pilots. Along Japans coast, the experts explore caves, overgrown 
bunkers, and top-secret bases that hide the secrets to how the shocking Kamikaze suicide 
bombers were built. (S.2 Ep.6) (From the US) (Documentary Series) (Class. tba) CC 

 
6:30 pm SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and international 

news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS Production)   
 
7:30 pm This Is Greece With Michael Scott – Northern And Central Greece - Greece: home of 

sun, sand, sea, and most recently Mama Mia. It's a place to relax drinking ice-cold coffee 
while playing tavli (backgammon). It's a place of history; a place to indulge the senses. It's 
also a place in which to delve into a rich smorgasbord of religious traditions and marvel at 
the genius and ingenuity of human kind. This is Michael Scott's Greece: a place to talk, 
dance, laugh, cry and ultimately, understand what it is to be human. In this episode, 
Michael starts his journey in the second largest city of Greece, Thessaloniki, rich in history 
and culture. This bustling modern metropolis is a fusion of Greek and Balkan influence 
thanks to its position in the north of Greece. (S.1 Ep.1) (From the UK) (Documentary 
Series) G CC **New Series Premiere** 

 
8:30 pm Hollow Crown: Henry IV Part 2 - In the aftermath of the Battle of Shrewsbury, 

Northumberland (Alun Armstrong) learns of the death of his son. The Lord Chief Justice 
(Geoffrey Palmer) attempts on behalf of the increasingly frail King (Jeremy Irons) to 
separate Falstaff (Simon Russell Beale) from Prince Hal (Tom Hiddleston). The rebels 
continue to plot insurrection. Falstaff is sent to recruit soldiers and takes his leave of his 
mistress, Doll Tearsheet (Maxine Peake). The rebel forces are overcome. This brings 
comfort to the dying King, who is finally reconciled to his son. Falstaff rushes to Hal’s 
coronation with expectations of high office. (S.1 Ep.3) (From the UK) (Drama Series) 
M(S,V) CC **New Episode**  

 
10:45 pm Among The Believers - Charismatic cleric Abdul Aziz Ghazi, an ISIS supporter and 

Taliban ally, is waging jihad against the Pakistani state. His dream is to impose a strict 
version of Sharia law throughout the country as a model for the world. This documentary 
follows Aziz on his very personal quest to create an Islamic utopia, during the bloodiest 
period in Pakistan's modern history. (From the US, in Urdu & English) M(V) **Premiere** 

 
 MOVIE: 
12:15 am Rare Exports: A Christmas Tale - This darkly hilarious Christmas tale follows the 

capture of Santa during an archaeological dig in the depths of Finland’s mountains. But 
this is a murderous Santa, and his psychotic elves are determined to free him. (From 
Finland, in Finnish and English) (Drama) (2012) (Rpt) M (H,N,V,L) CC   

 
 MOVIE: 
1:45 am Ida - Anna, a young novitiate nun in 1960s Poland, is on the verge of taking her vows 

when she discovers a dark family secret dating back to the years of the Nazi occupation. 
Winner of Best Foreign Language Film of the Year at Academy Awards and Golden 
Globes 2015. Stars Agata Kulesza, Agata Trzebuchowska and Dawid Ogrodnik. (From 
Poland, in Polish) (Movie) (Drama) (2013) (Rpt) PG   

 
3:15 am Restless - A young woman finds out that her mother worked as a spy for the British 

Secret Service during World War II and has been on the run ever since. (Part 2 of 2) 
(From the UK) (Drama) (Rpt) M(V,L,A) CC    
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Monday November 28th, 2016 
      

5:00 am CCTV English News - The English language news channel from China Central Television 
(CCTV) in Beijing, the nation's largest national broadcasting network.   

 
5:30 am NHK World English News - News from Japan's Broadcasting Corporation, NHK, 

delivering the latest in business, technology, health, environmental and world news, in 
English.   

 
5:45 am France 24 Feature - News feature in English from France 24, Paris.   
 
6:00 am France 24 English News - International news and current affairs television from Paris, 

offering a French perspective on world events, in English.   
 
6:30 am Deutsche Welle English News - News and analysis of the top international and 

European news and current affairs from Berlin, in English.   
 
7:00 am Al Jazeera English News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar, in 

English.   
 
7:30 am Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.   
 
8:10 am Filipino News - News via satellite from ABS-CBN Manila, in Tagalog, no subtitles.   
 
8:40 am French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.   
 
9:30 am Greek News From Cyprus - News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no subtitles.   
 
10:30 am German News - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.   
 
11:00 am Spanish News - News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.   
 
12:00 pm Arabic News - News via satellite from DRTV Dubai, in Arabic, no subtitles.   
 
12:30 pm Turkish News - News via satellite from TRT Turkey, in Turkish, no subtitles.   
 
1:00 pm Al Jazeera News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar, in English.   
 
2:00 pm Andre Rieu: Falling In Love In Maastricht - Is there a more beautiful feeling in life? 

When you fall in love your cheeks flush, your heart beats faster and your head starts 
spinning, but you are as happy as one can be. According to Andre, whenever he looks at 
the audience during his concerts, he gets the feeling that everybody is in love. Experience 
the magic of music with Falling in Love in Maastricht, where over 80,000 people enjoyed 
the Maestro's annual city-square sound-and-music take-over live, and now you can too. 
(From the Netherlands, in Dutch & English) (Arts) (Rpt) G CC   

 
3:00 pm Britain's Oldest Family Businesses - Durtnells - In this episode we learn about Kent-

based R Durtnell and Sons, who’ve been builders since the time of Elizabeth I. They are 
Britain’s oldest family building business, and properties built by their ancestors as far back 
as the 1590s are still standing to this day. 38 year-old Alex Durtnell has recently taken 
over from his father at a difficult time in the industry and 7000 construction companies 
have gone bankrupt since the financial crash in 2008. He hopes his journey into the 
history of his family business will make him feel more confident about its future. This is a 
history of the homes we live in, told through the story of a family that has built them. (Part 
3 of 3) (From the UK) (Documentary) (Rpt) PG CC   
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Monday November 28th, 2016 
 
4:05 pm Coasts Of Ireland - The Irish Riviera - With over 1500 kilometres of impressive cliffs, 

stunning natural beauty, and traditional lifestyles, Ireland is truly the Emerald Isle. From 
the traditional pubs in Dublin to the friendly dolphin of Dingle Harbour, from the sturdy 
Connemara horses and tiny Rathlin Island to the Titanic's sister ship in Belfast, this series 
takes a very personal look at the country and people of Ireland. (Part 2 of 5) (From 
Germany & Ireland, in German) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) G CC   

 
5:00 pm The Incredible Spice Men - South Wales - This week’s journey begins in the Cothi 

Valley in Carmarthenshire where they make goats’ cheese from the milk of animals 
feeding on wildflowers, herbs and berries. These cheeses have a delicious freshness that 
varies with the seasons.  Tony bakes a golden goats’ cheese, red onion and caraway 
seed tart, served with a refreshing spiced pickled onions, spiked with chilli flakes, lime 
juice and pomegranate molasses. Next they head for Bridgend and a family-run toffee 
business that’s been going for over a century. (S.1,Ep.2) (From the UK) (Food Series) 
(Rpt) G CC   

 
5:30 pm Letters And Numbers - Two contestants pit their linguistic and numerical skills against 

each other and the clock in this entertaining quiz show. Join host Richard Morecroft along 
with maths whiz Lily Serna and wordsmith David Astle. (Commissioned by SBS) 
(Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G CC   

 
6:00 pm Ainsley Harriott's Street Food - Madrid - Grilled chorizo, paella and tortilla are now 

some of the staples of global street food but not here, in Madrid. In fact you can’t find any 
street food in Spain’s capital city because it’s banned! Ainsley sets out to discover why the 
food obsessed people of this city don’t have access to street food and discovers an 
underground movement planning to restore Spain’s favourite foods to its rightful place. 
Ainsley’s mission is to learn how and where the locals eat and Madrid is full of surprises. 
Ainsley also discovers that if Madrid had street food it might not have its world famous 
tapas bars and these places are ‘all day’ destinations for salt cod fritters, garlic prawns, 
grilled sardines and delicious tostados. (Ep.9) (From the UK) (Food Series) (Rpt) G CC   

 
6:30 pm SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and international 

news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS Production)   
 
7:30 pm The Supervet - This week, the tables are turned for Fitzpatrick Nurse Steph when her cat 

Icicle is rushed into Fitzpatrick’s after being poisoned. With Icicle’s blood registering life-
threatening toxicity, Senior Neurologist Dr. Colin Driver comes up with an unconventional 
solution that he has only read about in textbooks to reverse the effects of the poison. The 
team can only hope and pray it works to save Icicle’s life. (From the UK) PG(A) CC **New 
Episode** 

 
8:30 pm O J Simpson: Made In America – OJ Simpson retires from football, becomes an actor 

and marries his second wife, Nicole Brown. Meanwhile, tensions rise between Los 
Angeles' black community and the city's police, climaxing with the Rodney King beating 
and riots in the early 1990s. (Part 2 of 5) (From the US) M(A,V,L) CC **New Episode** 

 
10:20 pm Cyberwar - Stuxnet The Digital Weapon - Tapping into the geopolitics of hacking and 

surveillance, Ben Makuch travels the world to meet with hackers, government officials, 
and dissidents to investigate the ecosystem of cyberwarfare. From the Sony hack to the 
Syrian Electronic Army, it’s happening all around us. Cyberwar hosted by Ben Makuch will 
investigate the most significant computer security issues of our time. (S.1 Ep.1) (From the 
US) (Documentary Series) G  
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Monday November 28th, 2016 
 
10:50 pm SBS World News Late Edition - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national 

and international news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS 
Production) CC   

 
11:20 pm The World Game - Join the SBS football team for highlights and previews, plus the best 

action, news and exclusive interviews from around the football world. (An SBS Production) 
(Football/Soccer) CC   

 
11:50 pm Rectify - The dread of Janet and Ted’s impending visit coupled with a confrontation in 

group therapy causes Daniel to doubt the possibility of ever adjusting to a normal life. On 
the way to Nashville, Janet and Ted contemplate their future together and, with not many 
to turn to, Jared confides in Amantha about his plans. Hanna Dean’s brother, Bobby 
Dean, makes a surprise revelation, while Sheriff Daggett discreetly aids the cause of 
justice. Tawney’s favorite patient’s condition becomes more critical and while she is at 
work, a drunk Teddy processes his anger and frustration. (S.4 Ep.5) (From the US) 
(Drama Series) (Class. tba)    

 
 MOVIE: 
12:40 am 20th Century Boys Chapter 2: The Last Hope - The second part of this epic sci-fi 

fantasy trilogy continues in the year 2015. Kenji, the hero from the first film has been 
missing for 15 years and the evil Friend rules an apocalyptic vision of the world. Kenji’s 
niece, Kanna, is a high school student with a rebellious streak. But when a New Book of 
Prophesies surfaces, it appears that Kanna is the chosen one who has the power to 
defeat Friend's empire and reveal the fate of her uncle. Directed by Yukihiko Tsutsumi and 
stars Toshiaki Karasawa, Etsushi Toyokawa and Takako Tokiwa. (From Japan, in 
Japanese) (Cult) (2009) (Rpt) MA(V)   

 
3:30 am 24 Hours In Emergency - Going The Distance - Filmed around the clock at King’s 

College Hospital in South London, the RTS award-winning series continues, capturing 
dramatic and emotional stories of love, life and loss on the frontline of the NHS. In this 
episode, patients and staff reflect on getting older and coming to terms with mortality. 74-
year-old Brian is brought into King’s by ambulance after falling backwards down a flight of 
stairs and being knocked unconscious. Brian has severe dementia and lives in sheltered 
accommodation, but he was staying at his partner Margaret’s house at the time of the 
accident. (S.5,Ep.11) (From the UK) (Documentary) (Rpt) M(A,L) CC   

 
4:25 am Food Lovers' Guide To Australia - Maeve O'Meara and Joanna Savill continue to 

explore the best food and produce around. In this episode, Queensland's jam and pickle 
ladies; bush food and native berries; Thai and Malaysian cuisines; and Hanukah, the eight 
day Jewish feast. (An SBS Production) (Food Series) (Rpt) G CC    
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Tuesday November 29th, 2016 
      

5:00 am CCTV English News - The English language news channel from China Central Television 
(CCTV) in Beijing, the nation's largest national broadcasting network.   

 
5:30 am NHK World English News - News from Japan's Broadcasting Corporation, NHK, 

delivering the latest in business, technology, health, environmental and world news, in 
English.   

 
6:00 am France 24 English News - International news and current affairs television from Paris, 

offering a French perspective on world events, in English.   
 
6:30 am Deutsche Welle English News - News and analysis of the top international and 

European news and current affairs from Berlin, in English.   
 
7:00 am Al Jazeera English News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar, in 

English.   
 
7:30 am Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.   
 
8:10 am Filipino News - News via satellite from ABS-CBN Manila, in Tagalog, no subtitles.   
 
8:40 am French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.   
 
9:30 am Greek News From Cyprus - News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no subtitles.   
 
10:30 am German News - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.   
 
11:00 am Spanish News - News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.   
 
12:00 pm Arabic News - News via satellite from DRTV Dubai, in Arabic, no subtitles.   
 
12:30 pm Turkish News - News via satellite from TRT Turkey, in Turkish, no subtitles.   
 
1:00 pm PBS Newshour - Reviews and analysis of the day's news presented by Gwen Ifill and 

Judy Woodruff for the Public Broadcasting Service (PBS) in the United States.   
 
2:00 pm Celtic Woman: Fan Favourites - Relive magical moments with the beloved princesses of 

song as they celebrate their tenth anniversary with a festival of fan favourites. Remember 
why they touched your heart and opened your eyes to the Emerald Isle. (From Ireland, in 
English and Irish) (Arts) (Rpt) G CC   

 
3:00 pm Trawlermen - The newest, biggest boat in the fleet, the Chris Andra, sets off on her 

maiden voyage. But the hunt for a shoal of migrating mackerel is far from plain sailing for 
skipper Willie Tait and his co-skipper and cousin, Peter. On the trawler Renown, skipper 
James Buchan is practising a form of fishing that dates back almost 200 years. (From the 
UK) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) G CC   

 
3:35 pm Curing Alzheimer's - After years of failure, the search for a cure for Alzheimer’s has 

finally taken a revolutionary step forward. BBC's Horizon meets the scientists and the 
patients fighting back against this devastating disease. (From the UK) (Documentary) 
(Rpt) PG CC   
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Tuesday November 29th, 2016 
 
4:30 pm The Burrowers - Chris Packham reveals the underground world of badgers, water voles 

and rabbits. In specially created full-scale replica burrows it is spring, and baby burrowers 
must grow up fast, ready to take their first steps above ground. This episode reveals how 
baby rabbits learn to bond and looks at orphan badgers as they grow up. Will the water 
voles manage to produce their first litter? And how does a mole survive its solitary life 
almost entirely underground? In another first, the team excavate a massive abandoned 
rabbit warren in the wild by casting it in concrete. (Part 2 of 3) (From the UK) 
(Documentary) (class tba) CC   

 
5:30 pm Letters And Numbers - Two contestants pit their linguistic and numerical skills against 

each other and the clock in this entertaining quiz show. Join host Richard Morecroft along 
with maths whiz Lily Serna and wordsmith David Astle. (Commissioned by SBS) 
(Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G CC   

 
6:00 pm Ainsley Harriott's Street Food – Penang - Lying in the Straits of Malacca is the 

Malaysian island of Penang. The capital Georgetown is a mosaic of cultures with Chinese, 
Malay and India Towns that preserve their traditional dishes but also embrace the love of 
fusion food. Ainsley’s quest this episode is to find out why Penang has become a food 
lover’s paradise. Here he meets foodies who come from each of the major communities 
living in Penang to find out what their people brought to the party, and discover how the 
world’s original fusion cuisine was born. (S.1 Ep.10) (From the UK) (Food Series) 
(Class.tba) CC 

 
6:30 pm SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and international 

news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS Production)   
 
7:30 pm Who Do You Think You Are? - David Wenham - Actor David Wenham has inhabited 

countless characters in a 30 year career spanning theatre, TV and film but the characters 
in David’s own bloodline remain largely unknown to him. David was very close to his 
father, now deceased, yet he knows remarkably little about his background. He does know 
that his father’s birth name was not Wenham but Bateup. Delving into the mystery behind 
his father’s fostered childhood, David uncovers tales of horror and valour in the trenches 
of Gallipoli and the Somme, the double life of a homecoming hero, and a mother’s 
struggle to stay connected to her son. (S.7,Ep.4) (Commissioned by SBS) (Documentary 
Series) (Rpt) PG CC   

 

8:30 pm First Contact – Ray Martin takes a group of six well-known Australians with diverse, 
deeply intrenched preconceptions and opinions about our nation's Indigenous people on a 
journey into Aboriginal Australia when First Contact returns for a brand new season over 
three big nights. The participants are singer-songwriter Natalie Imbruglia, ex-One Nation 
politician David Oldfield, TV personality Ian 'Dicko' Dickson, comedian Tom Ballard, 
former Miss Universe Australia Renae Ayris, and actress Nicki Wendt. In this first episode, 
the journey begins in Uluru before host Ray Martin directs the group to Kununurra in the 
Kimberley, Western Australia, where the Aboriginal community is battling against alcohol, 
family violence and suicide. (Part 1 of 3) (An SBS Production) (Documentary Series 
(Class. tba) CC **New Season**  
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Tuesday November 29th, 2016 
 
9:30 pm Exodus: Our Journey To Europe - Ahmad's journey continues through this episode. A 

Syrian Kurd, he has reached Athens, and rather than take the long and uncertain overland 
route through Europe, he negotiates with a smuggler for a fake passport that he can use 
to fly to France. Also leaving Athens is 21-year-old Sadiq from Afghanistan, fleeing 
Taliban repression and violence for Finland - a country of which he's never even seen a 
picture. Meanwhile, 11-year-old Isra and her family group of 16 people are approaching 
the Serbian border. They're shocked by the total chaos that greets them and are forced to 
spend hours in the mud and pouring rain with no certainty that they'll be able to continue 
their journey to Germany. (Part 2 of 3) (From the UK) (Documentary Series) M(A,L) CC 
**New Episode** 

 
10:40 pm SBS World News Late Edition - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national 

and international news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS 
Production) CC   

 
11:10 pm Lilyhammer – Foreign Affairs - Roar finds himself in trouble - in Brazil. Frank and 

Torgeir resort to diplomacy to help him. And a little bit of blackmail. (From Norway & the 
US, in English & Norwegian) (Drama Series) M(S, N, V, L) 

 
 MOVIE: 
12:05 am Even The Rain - Mexican director Sebastián arrives in a Bolivian town to begin production 

on his film about Christopher Columbus, which is set to reveal how Columbus’ cruel reign 
over the Americas’ native people was met with fierce rebellion. However they find 
themselves in the middle of fierce protests, led by their main actor, over the government’s 
plan to privatise the Bolivian water industry. Life begins to imitate art, as the locals start an 
all-out war against the military, once again pitting sticks and stones against high-tech army 
weaponry. Directed by Iciar Bollain. (From Spain, in Spanish) (Drama) (Rpt) M (V,L) CC   

 
1:55 am 24 Hours In Emergency - A Few Good Men - With 91 cameras filming around the clock, 

this series returns with a brand new episodes, offering unprecedented access to one of 
Britain's busiest Emergency departments, at King's College Hospital. This episode, the 
King’s medical team deal with challenges ranging from a critically-injured dad to an 
aggravated prisoner. Staff nurse Graeme has been at King’s for three years after 
spending time working in Afghanistan. Graeme is punched and bitten by an aggravated 
prisoner who’s been brought to Resus for treatment. The team have to restrain their 
patient before they can give him the care he needs. Then critically-injured 59-year-old 
father-of-two Tony is rushed in by helicopter medics after being badly hurt in a head on 
road traffic collision and becoming trapped in his van. (Series Return) (From the UK) 
(Documentary) M(A,L) (Rpt) CC   

 
2:50 am 24 Hours In Police Custody - The Crime of the Century - This documentary series 

provides a unique insight into the challenges facing the police in the 21st century. Filmed 
using a combination of fixed and handheld cameras, the program follows the officers of 
the Bedfordshire Police as they go about their daily work. Tonight, acting sergeant and 
double amputee Wil Taylor and his team investigate the case of three sex workers. Are 
the women victims of trafficking, or are they exploiting others? (S.1,Ep.6) (From the UK) 
Documentary Series) (Rpt) M(A,L) CC   
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3:50 am One Born Every Minute - Two sets of very different first time parents walk through the 

doors of the maternity unit. Frank and Shelley waited before starting a family as there 
never seemed to be a right time. Nine months later, Shelley is fully prepared for the birth 
of their baby, but Frank seems oblivious. Elle and Ben are discussing baby names and 
breathing techniques as they prepare for their baby, less than a year after a cheeky 
message on a social networking site. (S.5 Ep.8) (from the UK) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) 
M(A) CC   

 
4:50 am SBS Flashback - Flashback on Everyone Loves a Wedding - The sequel: Sanjay and 

Keda. (From Australia) (Short) (Rpt) G  CC 
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5:00 am CCTV English News - The English language news channel from China Central Television 

(CCTV) in Beijing, the nation's largest national broadcasting network.   
 
5:30 am NHK World English News - News from Japan's Broadcasting Corporation, NHK, 

delivering the latest in business, technology, health, environmental and world news, in 
English.   

 
6:00 am France 24 English News - International news and current affairs television from Paris, 

offering a French perspective on world events, in English.   
 
6:30 am Deutsche Welle English News - News and analysis of the top international and 

European news and current affairs from Berlin, in English.   
 
7:00 am Al Jazeera English News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar, in 

English.   
 
7:30 am Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.   
 
8:10 am Filipino News - News via satellite from ABS-CBN Manila, in Tagalog, no subtitles.   
 
8:40 am French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.   
 
9:30 am Greek News From Cyprus - News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no subtitles.   
 
10:30 am German News - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.   
 
11:00 am Spanish News - News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.   
 
12:00 pm Arabic News - News via satellite from DRTV Dubai, in Arabic, no subtitles.   
 
12:30 pm Turkish News - News via satellite from TRT Turkey, in Turkish, no subtitles.   
 
1:00 pm PBS Newshour - Reviews and analysis of the day's news presented by Gwen Ifill and 

Judy Woodruff for the Public Broadcasting Service (PBS) in the United States.   
 
1:55 pm Classical Destinations - Explore Europe's most fascinating cities and the classical music 

composed there. Welsh singer Aled Jones takes us cruising along The Rhine river, an 
area that inspired Wagner and Schumann. (From Australia) (Arts) G CC   

 
2:55 pm The Sugar Conspiracy - This compelling investigative documentary exposes the US 

sugar industry’s systematic hijacking of scientific study to bury evidence that sugar is, in 
fact, toxic. For forty years, Big Sugar deflected threats to its multi-billion dollar empire 
through creative PR and tactics strikingly similar to the way the tobacco industry disguised 
the fact that its products are addictive and cause fatal illnesses. As obesity rates skyrocket 
and doctors treat the first generation of children suffering from fatty liver disease, the 
sugar industry has come under increasing scrutiny from emerging scientific and medical 
studies. While the industry steps up its advertising spin and lobbying efforts, this film 
warns that we are sitting on a dietary time bomb. (From Canada, in English) 
(Documentary) (Rpt) PG CC   
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4:30 pm I Bought My Own Rainforest - Six months on and his grand scheme lies in ruins. His 

rainforest turned out to be little more than scrub and a squatter called Elias occupies his 
land. Having planted some of the land with a crop of manioc, Elias keeps delaying his 
departure, something Charlie suspects is little more than a cover for illegal logging. With 
morale at rock bottom, Charlie’s wife, Phillipa is flying out from England to raise his spirits 
and to also see how he’s spent their money. Keen to remind him of the original aims of 
protecting the park, Phillipa persuades Charlie to take her deep into Manu where they go 
in search of one the rainforest’s rarest inhabitants. (Part 2 of 3) (From the UK) 
(Documentary) (Rpt) PG CC   

 
5:35 pm Letters And Numbers - Two contestants pit their linguistic and numerical skills against 

each other and the clock in this entertaining quiz show. Join host Richard Morecroft along 
with maths whiz Lily Serna and wordsmith David Astle. (Commissioned by SBS) 
(Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G CC   

 
6:00 pm Ainsley Harriott's Street Food - Penang - Lying in the Straits of Malacca is the 

Malaysian island of Penang. The capital Georgetown is a mosaic of cultures with Chinese, 
Malay and India Towns that preserve their traditional dishes but also embrace the love of 
fusion food. Ainsley’s quest this episode is to find out why Penang has become a food 
lover’s paradise. Here he meets foodies who come from each of the major communities 
living in Penang to find out what their people brought to the party, and discover how the 
world’s original fusion cuisine was born. (S.1 Ep.10) (From the UK) (Rpt) (Food Series) 
CC 

 
6:30 pm SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and international 

news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS Production)   
 
7:30 pm World's Busiest Railway - Behind the scenes of this congested railway system is a 

station unseen by commuters. Robert visits a city-sized repair facility. Train driving is a 
prestigious job in India with a salary around seven times the national average. It takes 
around 12 years of training to qualify as a passenger train driver. Anita heads onto the 
roads of Mumbai to see if commuting by road is easier than rail. With an average speed of 
just 9 kilometres per hour, she discovers that progress is slow and hazardous by car. John 
visits two rural stations that still operate historical systems for train control and discovers 
how a silver ball can keep passengers safe. (Part 3 of 4) (From the UK) (Documentary 
Series) PG CC **New Episode** 

 
8:30 pm First Contact - Ray Martin takes a group of six well-known Australians with diverse, 

deeply entrenched preconceptions and opinions about our nation's Indigenous people on 
a journey into Aboriginal Australia when First Contact returns for a brand new season, 
over three big nights. In this episode, the group heads due south towards the tiny town of 
Elliott, half way between Darwin and Alice Springs, and a place that has been called the 
'forgotten town'. They meet local 'SK' who currently lives in a four-bedroom house with 
anywhere up to 20 other people. Natalie and Nicki are both shocked by what they are 
seeing in their own country. Then the six separate as the women head to Cootamundra 
and the men to Kempsey to visit sites of the former girls' and boys' homes that the Stolen 
Generations were sent to.  (Part 2 of 3) (An SBS Production) (Documentary Series) 
(Class. tba) CC **New Episode**  
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9:35 pm Trapped - In a small Icelandic fishing port, a ferry docks. That same day a dismembered 

body is found in the river, sparking an investigation and a call to Reykjavik for detective 
reinforcements to assist the small local police force. With the ferry held in dock and a bad 
snowstorm threatening to cut off the town, chief of police Andri is under pressure to deliver 
results quickly. (S.1 Ep.1) (From Iceland, in Icelandic & English) (Drama Series) MA(S,A) 
CC **New Series Premiere** 

 
10:35 pm Trapped - At the Police Station, Jonas Malakauskas has been arrested and spends the 

night in the cell. Meanwhile, someone is posting photos of the mutilated body on social 
media sites. (S.1 Ep.2) (From Iceland, in Icelandic & English) (Drama Series) MA(A) CC 
**New Episode**    

 
11:35 pm SBS World News Late Edition - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national 

and international news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS 
Production) CC   

 
 MOVIE: 
11:45 pm Brotherhood - A magnetic exploration of fear, bigotry and forbidden love. When Lars is 

dismissed from the army after being accused of homosexuality, he looks for acceptance 
within a Neo-Nazi gang. But when he falls for one of the male gang members, his 
homophobic peers fly into a rage. Winner of Best Film at the 2009 Rome Film Festival. 
Directed by Nicolo Donato and stars Thure Lindhardt, David Dencik and Nicolas Bro. 
(From Denmark, in Danish) (Drama) (2009) (Rpt) MA(V,S)   

 
 MOVIE: 
1:30 am Max Manus - The true story about one of the most brilliant saboteurs during World War 

Two and his battle to overcome his inner demons. Winner of six Norwegian Amanda 
Awards in 2009, including Best Film. Directed by Joachim Rønning and Espen Sandberg, 
and stars Aksel Hennie, Agnes Kittelsen and Nicolai Cleve Broch. (From Norway, in 
Norwegian, German and English) (Drama) (2008) (Rpt) M(A,V,L)  CC 

 
3:35 am The Real History of Science Fiction - Robots - From Star Wars to 2001: A Space 

Odyssey, from Jurassic Park to Doctor Who and everything in between, The Real History 
of Science Fiction heads to the frontiers of space and science for the definitive television 
history of science fiction. Tonight's final episode 'Robots' transports viewers from the first 
steps of Frankenstein’s monster to the threat provided by the Terminator and the world of 
Cyberspace. (Part 1 of 4) (From the UK) (Entertainment/Documentary) (Rpt) PG(V) CC   

 
4:25 am Food Lovers' Guide To Australia - Maeve O'Meara and Joanna Savill continue to 

explore the best food and produce around. In this episode, Japanese buckwheat noodles 
in Sydney; oxtail soup in Perth's Swan Valley; figs in regional NSW; and traditional 
Lithuanian food. (An SBS Production) (Food Series) (Rpt) G CC    
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5:00 am CCTV English News - The English language news channel from China Central Television 
(CCTV) in Beijing, the nation's largest national broadcasting network.   

 
5:30 am NHK World English News - News from Japan's Broadcasting Corporation, NHK, 

delivering the latest in business, technology, health, environmental and world news, in 
English.   

 
6:00 am France 24 English News - International news and current affairs television from Paris, 

offering a French perspective on world events, in English.   
 
6:30 am Deutsche Welle English News - News and analysis of the top international and 

European news and current affairs from Berlin, in English.   
 
7:00 am Al Jazeera English News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar, in 

English.   
 
7:30 am Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.   
 
8:10 am Filipino News - News via satellite from ABS-CBN Manila, in Tagalog, no subtitles.   
 
8:40 am French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.   
 
9:30 am Greek News From Cyprus - News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no subtitles.   
 
10:30 am German News - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.   
 
11:00 am Spanish News - News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.   
 
12:00 pm Arabic News - News via satellite from DRTV Dubai, in Arabic, no subtitles.   
 
12:30 pm Turkish News - News via satellite from TRT Turkey, in Turkish, no subtitles.   
 
1:00 pm PBS Newshour - Reviews and analysis of the day's news presented by Gwen Ifill and 

Judy Woodruff for the Public Broadcasting Service (PBS) in the United States.   
 
2:00 pm Film And Its Era: One Flew Over The Cuckoo's Nest - Robert Redford recounts his 

experiences on Sydney Pollack’s post-Watergate political thriller, “Three days of the 
Condor” whilst Milos Forman and Michael Douglas discuss their struggle to make a film 
which had a dramatic effect on the debate concerning the treatment of patients inside 
psychiatric institutions in the US. Winner of five Oscars. Produced by Michael Douglas. 
(From France, in English) (Documentary) (Rpt) PG(A) CC   

 
3:00 pm Tales From The Bush Larder - Prawns - This series takes viewers on a tour of Kenya 

and her more unusual and unknown gastronomic delights. Hosted by Kiran Jethwa, a 
Kenyan born and internationally trained chef, has returned from a global gastronomic 
education to settle in the country he loves, Kenya. In this series, Kiran travels the length 
and breadth of Kenya to source rare and highly prized ingredients, primarily in the "bush 
larder", meeting diverse people from many different tribal backgrounds and exploring 
landscapes ranging from the highlands of Mount Kenya to the Lamu archipelago. (From 
the Netherlands, in English and Swahili) (Food Series) (Rpt) G CC   
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3:30 pm SBS Flashback - Flashback on Everyone Loves a Wedding - Rebecca and George - 

As the melting pot bubbles away, many more Australians are choosing to marry outside 
their ethnic background. At no other time are cultural traditions celebrated with such 
passion as at a wedding. (An SBS Production) (Rpt) G CC   

 
3:40 pm The Sixties - The War in Vietnam - From just several hundred advisors at the start of the 

decade, to more than 550,000 American troops by the end of it, the escalation of the war 
in Vietnam – and the fighting and the dying – brought social and political polarization back 
home. It was also televised – and, the more Americans saw of the war, the more 
unpopular the conflict became. Tim O’Brien, Frederik Logeval, Karl Marlantes, Neil 
Sheehan, Andrew Bacevich, George Herring, Tom Hayden, and Philip Caputo discuss the 
Gulf of Tonkin,  and LBJ, for this most complex of American stories. (From the US) 
(Documentary) (Rpt) PG(A) CC   

 
4:30 pm Underground Britain - Scotland - Rob Bell climbs, crawls, dives and burrows into the 

amazing world of Underground Britain – in search of our most extraordinary, mysterious 
and challenging subterranean places, from hidden man-made constructions to stunning 
natural wonders. This is a journey into the unknown, discovering the other side of the story 
of Britain as Rob travels from the Highlands to Cornwall to uncover everything from 
modern engineering challenges to bloody medieval mysteries and weird ancient burials. In 
the first episode, presenter Rob Bell dives into the mysteries that lie within a long-forgotten 
cave with a gruesome past, known as the Sculptor’s Cave. (From the UK) (Documentary) 
(Rpt) PG CC   

 
5:30 pm Letters And Numbers - Two contestants pit their linguistic and numerical skills against 

each other and the clock in this entertaining quiz show. Join host Richard Morecroft along 
with maths whiz Lily Serna and wordsmith David Astle. (Commissioned by SBS) 
(Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G CC   

 
6:00 pm Rick Stein's Far Eastern Odyssey - Cambodia And Vietnam - One of Britain’s most 

revered chefs and successful authors, Rick Stein sets off on an epic culinary journey to 
explore the Far East’s most diverse food cultures which have soared to the heights of 
popularity the world over. Rick begins his odyssey in Cambodia, a country still recovering 
from the regime of the Khmer Rouge. Rick discovers the joys of freshly caught swimmer 
crabs cooked with green peppercorns from Kampot, once the king of pepper. He learns 
how to cook the most famous dish in the country, fish amok, made with lemongrass and 
coconut. He also samples lok lak, an extremely popular and delicious dish made with stir-
fried strips of marinated beef. (2-part episode) (From the UK) (Food Series) (Rpt) PG CC   

 
6:30 pm SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and international 

news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS Production)   
 
7:35 pm Heston's Great British Food - Pies - Heston salutes the great British pie as he looks to 

find inspiration for a three-course pie banquet. Heston makes a gala pie where the 'meat' 
is actually beetroot and horseradish ice cream, and the 'egg' is made from goats' cheese 
panna cotta, saffron and bacon. The main course is a gothic pie inspired by Sweeney 
Todd, with body part pies accompanied by fake eyeballs, squid pupils, saffron veins, and 
fingers and ears made from cheese, Tabasco and chicken liver parfait and fig. No British 
pie banquet would be complete without a nod to pie and mash. Heston sets out to make 
the lightest ever mash by trying to change the molecular structure of a spud by sending it 
into space, before making a pie, mash and liquor dessert. He serves his pie banquet to a 
select group of British pie-makers, 100 feet in the air over the East End of London.(From 
the UK) (Food Series) (Rpt) PG CC   
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8:30 pm First Contact - In this final episode of First Contact season two, the group finds 

themselves at the West Kimberley Regional Prison to experience what life is like in an 
Aboriginal prison. As night falls, they have a decision to make. A cell is available. Who in 
the group will take up the offering of joining the 10,000 Indigenous people locked up every 
night in Australia? In the morning, the group heads due east to the tiny town of Coen in far 
north Queensland, one of four communities to be part of a radical welfare reform 
experiment. They experience a controversial teaching technique that aims to close the 
education gap and get Aboriginal kids reading, writing and ultimately into work to escape 
the cycle of welfare dependency, and debate and opinions are stirred up again. (Part 3 of 
3) (An SBS Production) (Documentary Series) (Class. tba) CC **Final Episode** 

 
9:35 pm First Contact Reunion - For the first time after their immersive four-week journey in 

Aboriginal Australia, the participants of First Contact season two - singer-songwriter 
Natalie Imbruglia, ex-One Nation politician David Oldfield, TV personality Ian 'Dicko' 
Dickson, comedian Tom Ballard, former Miss Universe Australia Renae Ayris, and actress 
Nicki Wendt - reunite in a special forum hosted by Rhoda Roberts to discuss their 
experience and how it has impacted them.  (An SBS Production) (News and Current 
Affairs) (Class. tba) **Premiere** 

 
10:35 pm SBS World News Late Edition - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national 

and international news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS 
Production) CC   

 
11:05 pm Sex Toys: Frisky Business - Xmas - It’s Christmas - more appropriately 'Xmas' at 

Lovehoney - and one of busiest times of the year at that sex toy warehouse. Everyone, 
including the bosses, is on the shop floor trying to get our Christmas goodies out on time. 
Boss Neal wants it to be their most successful month ever by getting the toys advertised 
on TV. But broadcasting sex toys is fraught with red tape and difficulties. With more men 
wanting a piece of the sex toy action, “sexpert” Tracey Cox visits the warehouse with an 
idea for a new masturbation app. And, as the Christmas rush reaches its climax, the 
Returns and Customer Care departments are inundated. (Final) (From the UK) 
(Documentary) (Rpt) MA(S) CC   

 
 MOVIE: 
12:00 am The First Day Of The Rest Of Your Life - Five random days in the lives of a French 

family, spread out over twelve years, paint a telling picture of the ups and downs of human 
relationships in this comedy-drama from France. Winner of three César Awards in 2009, 
including Most Promising Actor and Actress. Directed by Rémi Bezançon and stars 
Jacques Gamblin, Zabou Breitman and Déborah François. (From France, in French) 
(Drama) (2008) (Rpt) M(S,L,D,A) 

 
2:00 am The Island With Bear Grylls: Women - Bear Grylls explores the survival instincts and 

behaviour of 14 women stranded on a remote, uninhabited Pacific island. Left with just the 
clothes they stand up in and a few basic tools, they’re been given no food and just a day’s 
supply of drinking water. Like their counterparts on the male island, these women will be 
utterly alone for six weeks, left to film everything themselves. As the island comes into 
sight, it’s a far cry from the postcard vision of paradise some of the women had been 
expecting: more mud than sand and dense, unforgiving jungle right up to the water’s 
edge. (S.2,Ep.1) (From the UK) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) M(L) CC   
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3:00 am The Island With Bear Grylls: Men - In the ultimate survival experiment, Bear Grylls 
abandons 14 British men on a remote desert island in the Pacific with just the clothes they 
stand up in and a few basic tools. For six weeks they will be completely alone, filming 
everything themselves. The island may look like paradise but behind the beaches it can 
be hell on earth. From the very beginning the men face a life and death struggle, as the 
fierce currents of the Pacific Ocean force Bear to drop them 75 metres off the island. The 
men have no choice but to jump ship and make a desperate swim through the violent 
swells onto a treacherous, rocky coastline. (S.2,Ep.1) (From the UK) (Documentary 
Series) (Rpt) MA(L) CC   

 
3:55 am The British - The Tale of Two Cities - The development of London during the Victorian 

era - the rapidly expanding city at the heart of the British Empire - saw society's divisions 
become increasingly pronounced. The grandeur of the period, including the building of the 
Crystal Palace, was in stark contrast to the sharp rises in vice and crime and prompted 
outrage among reformers including Charles Dickens and Josephine Butler. Also during 
this period football became increasingly popular. (Part 6 of 7) (From the UK) 
(Documentary) (Rpt) PG(A) CC   

 
4:55 am Rachel Khoo's Kitchen Notebook Melbourne Bitesize - Passionate food creator and 

writer, Rachel Khoo, uncovers Melbourne and the wider state of Victoria’s culinary 
wonders for the world to see. (Commissioned by SBS) (Short) (Rpt) G CC    
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5:00 am CCTV English News - The English language news channel from China Central Television 
(CCTV) in Beijing, the nation's largest national broadcasting network.   

 
5:30 am NHK World English News - News from Japan's Broadcasting Corporation, NHK, 

delivering the latest in business, technology, health, environmental and world news, in 
English.   

 
6:00 am France 24 English News - International news and current affairs television from Paris, 

offering a French perspective on world events, in English.   
 
6:30 am Deutsche Welle English News - News and analysis of the top international and 

European news and current affairs from Berlin, in English.   
 
7:00 am Al Jazeera English News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar, in 

English.   
 
7:30 am Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.   
 
8:10 am Filipino News - News via satellite from ABS-CBN Manila, in Tagalog, no subtitles.   
 
8:40 am French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.   
 
9:30 am Greek News From Cyprus - News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no subtitles.   
 
10:30 am German News - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.   
 
11:00 am Spanish News - News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.   
 
12:00 pm Arabic News - News via satellite from DRTV Dubai, in Arabic, no subtitles.   
 
12:30 pm Turkish News - News via satellite from TRT Turkey, in Turkish, no subtitles.   
 
1:00 pm PBS Newshour - Reviews and analysis of the day's news presented by Gwen Ifill and 

Judy Woodruff for the Public Broadcasting Service (PBS) in the United States.   
 
2:00 pm A War Of Hope - In 1942, in the midst of the Second World War, 235 Guugu Yimithirr 

people of North QLD were forcibly removed 1500 kilometres from their land by armed 
forces into a government exile settlement at Woorabinda. (From Australia) (Documentary) 
PG CC 

 
3:00 pm The Point Review - NITV National News features the rich diversity of contemporary life 

within Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander communities, broadening and redefining the 
news and current affairs landscape. (An NITV Production)   

 
3:30 pm Ottolenghi's Mediterranean Island Feast - Mallorca - On the Spanish Island of 

Mallorca, Yotam searches for authentic local cuisine, discovering wonderful local 
ingredients including ruby red prawns - the star ingredient in his deconstructed paella. 
Yotam leaves the busy beaches behind as he heads inland discovering a wonderful larder 
of local ingredients, including roast suckling pig slow-cooked in a bread oven; tomatoes 
sweetened on the vine; and oranges ripened in the island sun. Yotam creates a 
Mediterranean feast of Spanish and Moorish origin: salt-crusted fish stuffed with aromatic 
fennel; a sweet and salty salad of caramelised oranges with goats cheese; and a 
deliciously rich dessert of apricots, almonds and raisins. (From the UK) (Food Series) 
(Rpt) G CC   
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4:25 pm Who Do You Think You Are? - Laurence Llewelyn-Bowen - Having always felt a close 

connection to the sea, interior designer and television personality Laurence Llewelyn-
Bowen wants to discover how far back his seafaring roots go. He also wants to know if 
there is any truth behind a legend that his family is descended from wealthy squires 
whose lands were nefariously stolen. (From the UK) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) G CC   

 
5:30 pm Letters And Numbers - Two contestants pit their linguistic and numerical skills against 

each other and the clock in this entertaining quiz show. Join host Richard Morecroft along 
with maths whiz Lily Serna and wordsmith David Astle. (Commissioned by SBS) 
(Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G CC   

 
6:00 pm Rick Stein's Far Eastern Odyssey - Cambodia And Vietnam - One of Britain’s most 

revered chefs and successful authors, Rick Stein sets off on an epic culinary journey to 
explore the Far East’s most diverse food cultures which have soared to the heights of 
popularity the world over. Rick begins his odyssey in Cambodia, a country still recovering 
from the regime of the Khmer Rouge. Rick discovers the joys of freshly caught swimmer 
crabs cooked with green peppercorns from Kampot, once the king of pepper. He learns 
how to cook the most famous dish in the country, fish amok, made with lemongrass and 
coconut. He also samples lok lak, an extremely popular and delicious dish made with stir-
fried strips of marinated beef. (2-part episode) (From the UK) (Food Series) (Rpt) PG CC   

 
6:30 pm SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and international 

news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS Production)   
 
7:35 pm David Attenborough's Wild Singapore - Far from the city and past the port, sandy 

beaches, coral reefs and murky mangroves are home to an array of fascinating creatures. 
Take a journey across the waters to discover the surprising world of Singapore's wild 
islands.  (Part 3 of 3) (From Singapore, in English) (Documentary Series) G CC **Final 
Episode** 

 
 MOVIE: 
8:30 pm The Impossible - The story of a tourist family in Thailand caught in the destruction and 

chaotic aftermath of the 2004 Indian Ocean tsunami. (From Spain & the US, in English) 
(Movie) (Drama) (2012) M(A, L) CC    

 
10:35 pm SBS World News Late Edition - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national 

and international news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS 
Production) CC   

 
 MOVIE: 
11:10 pm Norwegian Wood - Toru Watanabe is a quiet and serious young man in 1960s Tokyo, 

whose personal life is in tumult, having lost his best friend Kizuki after he inexplicably 
commits suicide. Seeking an escape, Toru enters a university in Tokyo. By chance, during 
a walk in a park, Toru meets Kizuki's ex-girlfriend Naoko, and they grow close. Naoko 
continues to be devastated by the loss of Kizuki and spirals into a deep spiral of 
depression. (From Japan, in Japanese) (Movie) (Drama/Romance) (2010) (Rpt) MA(A,S) 
CC   
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1:30 am Lilyhammer - Welcome To The Mountains - Roy's el-scooter for the disabled is blown to 

bits. The hit is accompanied with a note from the British gangsters, who want a meet 
where they can be compensated for the car. While Frank is preparing for the meeting, 
Sigrid dumps the twins on him, announcing that it is his turn to care for them the whole 
month, given the "papyperm" as required by Norwegian law. So Frank brings the twins to 
the meeting with the gangsters. (From Norway, in Norwegian) (Drama Series) (Rpt) 
MA(V,L) CC 

 
2:20 am Lilyhammer - The Other Smelly Fish - Frank has won the "Peoples' Choice 

Entrepreneur of the Year” award in Lillehammer "the flame award". Meanwhile, Torgeir is 
taking business classes, not doing very well. A late night after one of the classes, he is 
picked up by a woman in a bar. After sex, he brags to her about the illegal poker game 
they play at "The Flamingo". He is unaware that she is the new Sheriff of Lillehammer. 
The following night, the Sheriff raids the poker game, and Roy is arrested. Frank fires 
Torgeir, who has been more of a liability than a resource lately. (From Norway, in English 
& Norwegian) (Drama Series) (Rpt) M(S,L) CC 

 
3:15 am Lilyhammer - The Island - Frank and Aadne leave for Oslo to track down the league of 

robbers in possession of his documents. They seek out Thomas Aune, who is 
incarcerated. Aune promises them information on the robbers’ whereabouts if they can 
arrange an early release for him. While Frank is away, Torgeir and Roar are left in charge 
of the club. They become sidetracked when their mother returns after more than ten years 
of absence, along with her Swedish boyfriend, Stanley. When Frank returns from Oslo, 
he’s shocked to find that Roar and Torgeir have squandered most of his money. Luckily, 
Stanley has friends in the moonshine business and offers Frank a deal. (From Norway, in 
English and Norwegian) (Drama Series) (Rpt) MA(L) CC   

 
4:05 am Lilyhammer - Special Education - After being extorted by the robbers, Frank organizes a 

retaliation and strikes at their hideout, where his men find and the retrieve the documents. 
However, Frank is unaware that Aune and Zlatan still retain a copy of his folder. Zlatan 
learns that there was a price on Frank’s head in New York and convinces Thomas Aune to 
go overseas with him, to try to sell Frank’s folder to Aldo DeLucci. Meanwhile, Torgeir is 
further marginalized in his family situation after Stanley proposes to his mother. Roar 
arranges a bachelor party at the club, but the night ends in embarrassment as Stanley 
gets out of hand and acts inappropriately. (From Norway, in Norwegian) (Drama Series) 
(Rpt) M(V,S,A,L) CC    
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Saturday December 3rd, 2016 
      

5:00 am CCTV English News - The English language news channel from China Central Television 
(CCTV) in Beijing, the nation's largest national broadcasting network.   

 
5:30 am NHK World English News - News from Japan's Broadcasting Corporation, NHK, 

delivering the latest in business, technology, health, environmental and world news, in 
English.   

 
6:00 am France 24 English News - International news and current affairs television from Paris, 

offering a French perspective on world events, in English.   
 
6:30 am Deutsche Welle English News - News and analysis of the top international and 

European news and current affairs from Berlin, in English.   
 
7:00 am Al Jazeera English News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar, in 

English.   
 
7:30 am Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.   
 
8:10 am Filipino News - News via satellite from ABS-CBN Manila, in Tagalog, no subtitles.   
 
8:40 am French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.   
 
9:30 am Greek News From Cyprus - News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no subtitles.   
 
10:30 am German News - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.   
 
11:00 am Spanish News - News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.   
 
12:00 pm Arabic News - News via satellite from DRTV Dubai, in Arabic, no subtitles.   
 
12:30 pm Turkish News - News via satellite from TRT Turkey, in Turkish, no subtitles.   
 
1:00 pm PBS Newshour - Reviews and analysis of the day's news presented by Gwen Ifill and 

Judy Woodruff for the Public Broadcasting Service (PBS) in the United States.   
 
2:00 pm Small Business Secrets - This episode explores the small businesses that make 

diversity their strength: from Syrian refugee Nirary Dacho, who created a platform to 
connect employers with skilled refugees; to Rin Models and their dark-skinned models on 
the catwalk. Bread and Butter Project show how they're training refugees in the art of 
baking; and in Griffith, NSW, there are farmers who bounced back from drought and 
depression with organic wheat. Finally, visit Hijab House, which is making waves in the 
Australian Muslim fashion industry. (S.1 Ep.18) (An SBS Production) (Class.tba) CC 
**Encore** 

 
2:30 pm ISU Figure Skating - Coverage of the ISU Grand Prix Russia featuring the Men and 

Dance competitions. (Sport) (Figure Skating)   
 
3:30 pm Cycling: Cape To Cape MTB 2016 - All the best highlights from the Cape to Cape 

Mountain Bike 2016, which totals 220 kilometres, over four stages that cover the distance 
between Cape Leeuwin Lighthouse and Dunsborough across Western Australia. (Sport) 
(Cycling)    
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Saturday December 3rd, 2016 
 
4:30 pm Lost Kingdoms Of Central America - Between Oceans And Empires - Dr Jago Cooper 

explores the forgotten people of ancient Costa Rica, who built a series of spectacular 
settlements amongst the rivers and volcanoes of Central America, and whose enigmatic 
legacy - including hundreds of mysterious, giant, stone spheres - is only now being 
unravelled by archaeologists. (Part 3 of 4) (From the UK) (Documentary) (Rpt) G CC   

 
5:30 pm Bon Appetit! Gerard Depardieu's Europe – Brittany - Gerard Depardieu is one of 

France's greatest actors. His lifelong passions are cinema, cuisine and encounters. 'Bon 
Appetit' is a unique TV show where Depardieu plunges into a journey through different 
European regions, from Tuscany, Campania, Bavaria, Brittany, to Scotland and Spain, 
looking for its famous local specialities, identity and history. In this episode, Gerard and 
Laurent travel to Roscoff in Brittany to see lobster fishing. They visit Eric Baron, an apple 
grower and cider producer. Finally, they meet their friend, the Chef Patrick jeffroy in 
Carantec, (S.1 Ep.1) (From France, in French) (Food Series) PG CC 

 
6:30 pm SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and international 

news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS Production)   
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Saturday December 3rd, 2016 
EASTERN STATES (NSW, ACT, VIC, TAS) 

 
7:30 pm Secrets Of Britain - Secrets of Scotland Yard - From Dickens to Sherlock Holmes, 

Agatha Christie to James Bond - no police institution in the world has caught the public 
imagination in the same way as Scotland Yard. The name has become synonymous with 
London’s police force, but actually comes from the location of the original police 
headquarters building. Its officers and “Bobbies” are often seen as protectors of the Royal 
Family and British officials, but Scotland Yard is most often associated with police 
detectives. Some contemporary sleuths reveal the secrets of what it takes to become a 
modern-day Sherlock Holmes and the program uncovers some grim and grisly details of 
detectives who have gone before. (From the US) (Documentary) (Rpt) PG(A) CC   

 
 MOVIE: 
8:30 pm What We Do In The Shadows - Viago, Deacon, and Vladislav are vampires who are 

finding that modern life has them struggling with the mundane - like paying rent, keeping 
up with the chore wheel, trying to get into nightclubs, and overcoming flatmate conflicts. 
(From New Zealand, in English) (Movie) (Comedy) (2014) M(H,S,V,L)  

 
10:05 pm Rockwiz - Rock music's most famous faces continue to mix it with the best local trivia 

buffs. Host Julia Zemiro asks the questions and Brian Nankervis adjudicates over the 
mayhem. A special guest performer this week is folk-pop powerhouse Julia Stone. 
(Commissioned by SBS) (Entertainment Series) (Rpt) PG CC   

 
11:00 pm Live Premier League: Man City V Chelsea - Lucy Zelic and Craig Foster host live 

coverage as Manchester City go head-to-head with Chelsea at Etihad Stadium. (Sport) 
(Football/Soccer) **Live** 
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Saturday December 3rd, 2016 
SOUTH AUSTRALIA 

 
7:30 pm Secrets Of Britain - Secrets of Scotland Yard - From Dickens to Sherlock Holmes, 

Agatha Christie to James Bond - no police institution in the world has caught the public 
imagination in the same way as Scotland Yard. The name has become synonymous with 
London’s police force, but actually comes from the location of the original police 
headquarters building. Its officers and “Bobbies” are often seen as protectors of the Royal 
Family and British officials, but Scotland Yard is most often associated with police 
detectives. Some contemporary sleuths reveal the secrets of what it takes to become a 
modern-day Sherlock Holmes and the program uncovers some grim and grisly details of 
detectives who have gone before. (From the US) (Documentary) (Rpt) PG(A) CC   

 
 MOVIE: 
8:30 pm What We Do In The Shadows - Viago, Deacon, and Vladislav are vampires who are 

finding that modern life has them struggling with the mundane - like paying rent, keeping 
up with the chore wheel, trying to get into nightclubs, and overcoming flatmate conflicts. 
(From New Zealand, in English) (Movie) (Comedy) (2014) M(H,S,V,L)  

 
10:00 pm Raymond Blanc: How To Cook Well - Slow Cooking - Michelin-starred chef and 

restaurateur Raymond Blanc gives viewers a masterclass in basic cooking techniques. 
Over six weeks, Raymond will show us how to master essential cooking skills, including 
roasting, poaching, frying, slow cooking, baking and barbeque and grilling. Each program 
will showcase five delicious dishes that are created using one of these techniques. 
Raymond will bring all his passion, curiosity and expertise to the series as he shows the 
audience what happens when you use each technique. In the first episode, Raymond 
explores the technique and mouth-watering results of slow cooking. (S.1,Ep.1) (From the 
UK) (Food Series) (Rpt) G CC 

 
10:30 pm Live Premier League: Man City V Chelsea - Lucy Zelic and Craig Foster host live 

coverage as Manchester City go head-to-head with Chelsea at Etihad Stadium. (Sport) 
(Football/Soccer) **Live** 

 
1:20 am Food Lovers’ Guide To Australia - Maeve O'Meara and Joanna Savill continue to 

explore the best food and produce around. In this episode, all there is to know about olive 
oil; the Melbourne restaurant scene; a third generation native Australian bee keeper; and 
a look at Sydney's Portuguese community. (An SBS Production) (Food Series) (Rpt) G 
CC    

 
10:00 pm Live Premier League: Man City V Chelsea - Lucy Zelic and Craig Foster host live 

coverage as Manchester City go head-to-head with Chelsea at Etihad Stadium. (Sport) 
(Football/Soccer) **Live** 
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Saturday December 3rd, 2016 
QUEENSLAND 

 
7:30 pm Secrets Of Britain - Secrets of Scotland Yard - From Dickens to Sherlock Holmes, 

Agatha Christie to James Bond - no police institution in the world has caught the public 
imagination in the same way as Scotland Yard. The name has become synonymous with 
London’s police force, but actually comes from the location of the original police 
headquarters building. Its officers and “Bobbies” are often seen as protectors of the Royal 
Family and British officials, but Scotland Yard is most often associated with police 
detectives. Some contemporary sleuths reveal the secrets of what it takes to become a 
modern-day Sherlock Holmes and the program uncovers some grim and grisly details of 
detectives who have gone before. (From the US) (Documentary) (Rpt) PG(A) CC   

 
 MOVIE: 
8:30 pm What We Do In The Shadows - Viago, Deacon, and Vladislav are vampires who are 

finding that modern life has them struggling with the mundane - like paying rent, keeping 
up with the chore wheel, trying to get into nightclubs, and overcoming flatmate conflicts. 
(From New Zealand, in English) (Movie) (Comedy) (2014) M(H,S,V,L)  

 
10:00 pm Live Premier League: Man City V Chelsea - Lucy Zelic and Craig Foster host live 

coverage as Manchester City go head-to-head with Chelsea at Etihad Stadium. (Sport) 
(Football/Soccer) **Live** 

 
12:50 am Rockwiz - Rock music's most famous faces continue to mix it with the best local trivia 

buffs. Host Julia Zemiro asks the questions and Brian Nankervis adjudicates over the 
mayhem. A special guest performer this week is folk-pop powerhouse Julia Stone. 
(Commissioned by SBS) (Entertainment Series) (Rpt) PG CC   
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Saturday December 3rd, 2016 
NORTHERN TERRITORY 

 
7:30 pm Secrets Of Britain - Secrets of Scotland Yard - From Dickens to Sherlock Holmes, 

Agatha Christie to James Bond - no police institution in the world has caught the public 
imagination in the same way as Scotland Yard. The name has become synonymous with 
London’s police force, but actually comes from the location of the original police 
headquarters building. Its officers and “Bobbies” are often seen as protectors of the Royal 
Family and British officials, but Scotland Yard is most often associated with police 
detectives. Some contemporary sleuths reveal the secrets of what it takes to become a 
modern-day Sherlock Holmes and the program uncovers some grim and grisly details of 
detectives who have gone before. (From the US) (Documentary) (Rpt) PG(A) CC   

 
8:30 pm Rockwiz - Rock music's most famous faces continue to mix it with the best local trivia 

buffs. Host Julia Zemiro asks the questions and Brian Nankervis adjudicates over the 
mayhem. A special guest performer this week is folk-pop powerhouse Julia Stone. 
(Commissioned by SBS) (Entertainment Series) (Rpt) PG CC   

 
9:30 pm Live Premier League: Man City V Chelsea - Lucy Zelic and Craig Foster host live 

coverage as Manchester City go head-to-head with Chelsea at Etihad Stadium. (Sport) 
(Football/Soccer) **Live** 

 
MOVIE: 

12:20 am What We Do In The Shadows - Viago, Deacon, and Vladislav are vampires who are 
finding that modern life has them struggling with the mundane - like paying rent, keeping 
up with the chore wheel, trying to get into nightclubs, and overcoming flatmate conflicts. 
(From New Zealand, in English) (Movie) (Comedy) (2014) M(H,S,V,L)  
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Saturday December 3rd, 2016 
WESTERN AUSTRALIA 

 
7:30 pm Raymond Blanc: How To Cook Well - Slow Cooking - Michelin-starred chef and 

restaurateur Raymond Blanc gives viewers a masterclass in basic cooking techniques. 
Over six weeks, Raymond will show us how to master essential cooking skills, including 
roasting, poaching, frying, slow cooking, baking and barbeque and grilling. Each program 
will showcase five delicious dishes that are created using one of these techniques. 
Raymond will bring all his passion, curiosity and expertise to the series as he shows the 
audience what happens when you use each technique. In the first episode, Raymond 
explores the technique and mouth-watering results of slow cooking. (S.1,Ep.1) (From the 
UK) (Food Series) (Rpt) G CC 

 
8:00 pm Live Premier League: Man City V Chelsea - Lucy Zelic and Craig Foster host live 

coverage as Manchester City go head-to-head with Chelsea at Etihad Stadium. (Sport) 
(Football/Soccer) **Live** 

 
10:50 pm Secrets Of Britain - Secrets of Scotland Yard - From Dickens to Sherlock Holmes, 

Agatha Christie to James Bond - no police institution in the world has caught the public 
imagination in the same way as Scotland Yard. The name has become synonymous with 
London’s police force, but actually comes from the location of the original police 
headquarters building. Its officers and “Bobbies” are often seen as protectors of the Royal 
Family and British officials, but Scotland Yard is most often associated with police 
detectives. Some contemporary sleuths reveal the secrets of what it takes to become a 
modern-day Sherlock Holmes and the program uncovers some grim and grisly details of 
detectives who have gone before. (From the US) (Documentary) (Rpt) PG(A) CC   
 
MOVIE: 

11:50 pm What We Do In The Shadows - Viago, Deacon, and Vladislav are vampires who are 
finding that modern life has them struggling with the mundane - like paying rent, keeping 
up with the chore wheel, trying to get into nightclubs, and overcoming flatmate conflicts. 
(From New Zealand, in English) (Movie) (Comedy) (2014) M(H,S,V,L)  

 
1:20 am Food Lovers’ Guide To Australia - Maeve O'Meara and Joanna Savill continue to 

explore the best food and produce around. In this episode, all there is to know about olive 
oil; the Melbourne restaurant scene; a third generation native Australian bee keeper; and 
a look at Sydney's Portuguese community. (An SBS Production) (Food Series) (Rpt) G 
CC    
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Saturday December 3rd, 2016 
ALL MARKETS REJOIN 

 
1:50 am The Legacy - Signe prepares for a possible trial against her siblings, but she's missing a 

key piece of evidence. (S.1,Ep.6) (From Denmark, in Danish) (Drama Series) (Rpt) M(A,L) 
CC   

 
2:45 am The Legacy - From the creators of ‘Borgen’ and ‘The Killing’, this series traces the story of 

four adult children, and the secrets and lies that turn their lives upside down when their 
wealthy mother - a progressive artist - dies. This episode, Frederik goes to trial against his 
half-sister, causing several family secrets to be revealed. (S.1,Ep.7) (From Denmark, in 
Danish) (Drama Series) (Rpt) M(A,L) CC   

 
3:50 am The Legacy - The Grønnegaards move out of the family home. Frederik shares a great 

confession, and his daughter Hannah discovers Solveig and Emil's secret. (S.1,Ep.8) 
(From Denmark, in Danish) (Drama Series) (Rpt) M(S,A) CC   

 


